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Tiu, P,o,ecu<ar v Paufo., sy,n:,mm."hulw e1 al., Case Nu IC/ R-98-42-T 

THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR RWANDA (the "Tribunal"), 

SITTING as Trial Chamber II composed of Judge> William H. Sekulc, Presiding, Arlette 
Ramaroson and Solomy Balungi Bossa (the "Chamber"); 

BEING SEIZi-D of the "Requite de Paa/me Nyiramwuhuko aux fins de divu/ganon en 
venu de /'arlic/e 68 du RPP el en riauver/Ure de preuve," filed on 20 March 2008 (the 
"Motion"); 

CONSIDERING the: 

1. "Ripome de Jo.<eph Kanyobash, cl la requite de Pauline Ny,ramasuhr,/w aux fin., de 
divulgatian en ver/u de / 'article 68 et en /"em,ver/Ure de preu11e," filed on 31 March 
2008 (''Kanyabashi's Response"); 

ll. "Prosecutor's Response to the 'Requi!/e de Pauline Nyiramasuhulw aux fini de 
divu/galian en vertu de /'anicle 68 du RPP et en rfouvenure de preuve,"' filed on 
31 March 2008 ("Prosecution's Response"); 

111. "Rip/ique de l'aa/ine Nyiramasuhuko aux riponses du Procureur et de la Defen,e de 
Ja.ieph Kanyobashi l, sa reqr,ite aux fins de divulgalian en ver/u de /'anic/e 68 du 
RPP et en riuuvertr,re de preu11e," lilcd on 4 April 2008 (Nyiramasuhuko's Reply); 

CONSIDERING the Statute of the Tribunal (the "Statute") and the Ruic~ of Procedure and 
Evidence (the "Rules"); 

NOW DECIDES the Motions pursuant to Rule n (A) of the Rules, on the basis of the 
written briefs filed by the Parties. 

INTRODUCTION 

1. On 29 March 2008, Nyiramasuhuko filed a Motion requesting disclosure of documents 
under Rule 68 and the reopening of her case. Five Annexes tola!ling 379 pages arc attached 
LO the Motion. 

2. Annex l contains "Justin Mugenzi's Motion for Funher Cenilicatcd Disclosure and for 
U:ave to Reopen his Defence" filed on 25 Febn.iary 2008 including seven Annexes: four 
Prosecution witness statements (ROOO 0280-0283; ROOO 00297-0302; ROOO 0022--0024; 
ROOO 0289-0296) (Annex l); an indictment in Spanish issued by Judge Merelles dated 6 
Februwy 2008 and a partial English translation of the indictment (Annexes 2 and 3); a CD, 
transcript and English translation of a French interview with Des Forges on Voice of 
America, 8 February 2008, (Annexes 4, 5 and 6) and an extract from interview ofTharcissc 
Karugarama, Rwandan Minster of Justice from the website of New Times, 13 February 2008 
(Annex 7). 

3. Annex 2 contains four Prosecution witness statements (ROOO 0022-0024; ROOO 0280-
0283; ROOO 0297-0302; ROOO 0022-0024; ROOO 0289-0296). 
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4. Annex 3 contain~ the '"Prosecutor's Response to Mr. Justin Mugenzi's Motion for 
Further Certificated Disclosure and for Leave 10 Reopen his Def,nce"', filed on 12 March 
2008. 

5. Annex 4 contains Prosecution witness statements and a summary of UNHCR 
Presentation before Commission of Experts {ROOO 0016-0021; ROOO 0289-0296; ROOO 0000-
0015; ROOO 0299-302; ROOO 0280-283; ROOO 022- 024; ROOO 2907- 2920; ROOO 0305-0307). 

6. Finally, Annex 5 contains "Justin Mugenzi"s Reply to the Prosecutors Response to 
Justin Mugenzi's Motion for Further Certificated Disclosure and for Leave to Reopen his 
Defence", filed on 14 March 2008. 

SUBMISSIONS OF THE PARTIES 

Nyiramasuhuko's Motion 

7. The Defence for Nyiramasuhuko submits that on 18 February 2008, the Prosecution 
disclosed four redacted witness statements to Accused Joseph Mugenzi. The statements, 
attached in Annex 2 of the Motion, date fi-om hetween 28 March and 15 May 2002. 
According to the Defence, the Prosecution has been in possession of these statements since 
March and April 2002. 

8. The Defence alleges that the aforesaid statements are of exculpatory character to 
Nyiramasuhuko's case and should have been disclosed to the Defence pursuant to Rule 68 in 
2002 or in any event, before the heginning of Nyiramasuhuko's Defence. lf disclosed in due 
time, the statements would have been osed for the preparation ofNyiramasuhuko's Defence 
and for the cross-examination of Prosecution and Defence witnesses, in particular the 
Prosecution's expen witnesses and Kanyabashi's Defence Witnesses Filip Reyntjens and D-
2-YYYY. 

9. According to the Defence, the statements indicate that the RPF planned to take over 
power in Rwanda by way of creating ethnic separation and systematically eliminating the 
Hutu elite and reducing the number of Hutu to equal them to the number of Tutsi living in 
Rwanda; that since 1990, the RPF recruited Tutsi within Rwanda and particularly in Butare 
as combatants and infiltrators. The Defence asserts that this information modifies the 
historical context of the events in Rwanda between April and July 1994 and affects several 
accusations against Nyiramasuhuko in connection with the existence of a plan or the 
organisation and the erection of roadblocks. 

10. The Defence refers to the Prosecution·, Response to Mugenzi's motion, filed on 12 
March 2008 (attached to the Motion in Annex 3) and submits that the Prosecution appears to 
possess at least four additional statements besides the four statements disclosed to Joseph 
Mugenzi (anached to the Motion in Annex 4). 

11. The Dtfence contends that the Prosecution has breached the Appeals Chamber 
Decision of 30 June 2006' even if the said documents were accessible through the 
Prosecution's Electronic Disclosure Suite (EDS) because the Prosecution entered the 

' Th, Pro,ecuu,r a KuremerfJ et al., C:= No. IL"TR-98-44·A, Deci,;on on lnterlocuwr,· App081 Regarding ,h, 
Role of the Pro.secutor·, Disclosure Suite in Discharging JJisclo,ure Qblil!,;ltion, (AC). 30 Juoe 2006. 
pares 10, 12. 
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documents in an almost entirely redacccd version in EDS only four years after it obtained 
them and after the closure of Nyiramasuhuko's Defence; furthermore it did not inform 
Nyiramasuhuko of its existence. The Defence submits that following the Prosecution's 
breach of its disclosure obligation, the presumption that the Prosecution acts in good faich 
regarding its compliance with Rule 68 no longer applies. 

12. Therefore, the Defence requests 1he Chamber to order the Prosecution to immediately 
disclose to it the four witness statements disclosed to Juscin Mugenzi (attached in Annex 2), 
as well as the unredacted four statements (anached in Annex 4) identified in Prosecution's 
Response to Mugenzi's Motion; 

13. The Defence requests the Chamber to order the Prosecution to examine all the 
documents in its possession and control, including items collected during its investigations 
into crimes allegedly commincd by the RPF in 1994 and elements falling within the 
numerical sequence beginning with the letter "R"; to verify if those documents contain 
evidence which is exculpatory under Rule 68 and, if this is the case, disclose them as soon as 
possible co the Defence. 

14. The Defence requests the Chamber to order the Prosecution to provide a wrinen, signed 
and sworn report containing the names of the persons who carried out !he said e.~amination, 
the dates during which it was carried out, a clause in which the persons who carried out the 
examinacion declare lhemselves convinced and swear that they had full and unrestricted 
access 10 all evidence wilhin the possession or control of !he Prosecucor and are conscious 
that the obligation under Rule 68 is continuing; that they further specify the items with which 
they are familiar and on the basis of which they make these sworn assertions. 

15. The Defence further requests the Chamber to impose sanctions for the Prosccucion's 
failure to comply with its disclosure obligations under Rule 68. 

16. The Defence requests the Chamber to note the Prosecution's admission that the facts 
contained in the said statements as well as ocher exculpatory items are accurate. 

17. In addicion, che Defence requests the Chamber to order the reopening of Che Defence 
case; to recall the Prosecution and Defence witnesses whom the Defence seeks to cross
examine on facts contained in the witness statements; to order that the Prosecution and the 
other Parties be similarly restrained in their questioning 10 the subjects COYcred by the said 
stacemen1s and further documents, which the Prosecution will discover in its further 
examination; to authorise the Defence 10 call Che authors of those statements already known 
and identified by the Prosecution and of any further statements which the Prosecucion will 
discover during its examination. 

Kanyabashi's Response 

18. The Defence for Kanyabashi partly joins the Motion regarding the request to disclose 
documents under Rule 68. 

19. The Defence submits that the statements attached to the Motion concerning the role and 
presence of the RPF in Rwanda in 1994 could have had an impact on his defence stra1egy 
and should have been disclosed in 2002. The statements would have been relevant in relation 
to several points, namely the alleged existence of a conspiracy (complot) as stated in 
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paragraphs 5.1 and 6.22 of the Indictment; the role of the civil defence in Butare; the cross
examination of Prosecution Witness QI; and the credibility of expert Witnesses Des Forges 
and Guichaoua. If the Defence had received the statements in due time, including the names 
of the informants and further details, it would have been in a bett<:r position to prepare its 
~re. 

20. The Defence deems 11 premature to request the re-call of any witness at this stage 
without knowing the unredacted statements concerning the role of the RPF. Therefore, the 
Prosecution should be bound to review all materials in its possession and immediately 
disclose those which fall under Rule 68. not only the statements subject-maner of the Motion 
but any other exculpatory material which might affect the credibility of Prosecution 
witnesses. 

21. The Defence objects to Nyiramasuhuko's request that the Prosecution and the other 
Parties be equally restrained in using elements contained in the .sald statements or in any 
other disclosed documents. Kanyabashi further objects to Nyiramasuhuko's request to recall 
expert Witness Reyntjens and Witness D-2-YYYY stating that Nyirarnasuhuko did not 
specify on which elements she intents to cross-examine these witnesses. 

22. The Defence requeo!S the Chamber to order the Prosecution: to immediately disclose 
the unredacted versiGnS of the statements identified in the Motion, to inform the Chamber 
and the accused about further materials that fall under Rule 68 and to disclose them within 10 
days after the Decision has been rendered. 

23. The Defence finally requests to reserve his rights to take further steps following the 
Prosecution's failure to disclose the documents. 

24. The Prosecution objects to the Motion arguing that it determined in good faith that the 
statements referred to in the Motion did not fall within Rule 68 (A) of the Rules. lt states that 
there exists a presumption that the Prosecution discharges its obligation under Rule 68 in 
good faith; that the determination of what material meets Rule 68 disclosure requirements 
falls within the Prosecution's responsibility; and that the Prosecution may be relieved of its 
disclosure obligation under Rule 68 if the relevant exculpatory evidence is known and 
accessible to the defendant. 

25. Referring to the ICTR case law, the Prosecution asserts that documents concerning 
activitie.s of and crimes commiTied by the RPF do not necessarily fall under Rule 68 (A). It 
depends on the nature of the charges and evidence heard against the accused. RPF operations 
which have only a remote connection to the crjmes alleged against the Accused are not 
exculpatory. 

26. The Prosecution submits that Nyiramasuhuko's Defence has failed to present a prima 
fac·ie case which would make probable the exculpatory nature of the statements referred to in 
the Motion, and has therefore failed to meet the test regarding disclosure obligations under 
Rule 68 (A). The Prosecution contends that Nyiramasuhuko's indictment deals primarily 
with incidents within Butare prefecture, which happened prior to the RPF's occupation of 
Butare in July 1994, while the four statements deal only marginally with events in Butare 
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prior 10 July 1994 and therefore only have a remote c,mnection to the crimes alleged against 
the Accused. 

27. The Prosecution submits that even if its Rule 68 (A) assessments of the statements were 
erroneous, the Defence did not satisfactorily explain the nature of the alleged prejudice. 

28. The Prosecution states that the Defence has also failed to present aprimafacie case that 
the Prosecution misapplied Rule 68 {A) in general. Even if the Chamber would find that parts 
of the four statements attached to the Motion fall within Rule 68 (A) it could not be 
concluded that the Prosecution has generally misapplied Rule 68 (A); to order a fresh review 
of all material would be a disproportionate measure. 

29. Referring to lCTR and JCTY juri.sprudence. the Prosecution finally submits that the 
Defence has failed to set forth sufficient reasons to justify the reopening of her case. In light 
of the negative impact of further delay on the right to trial without undue delay and the right 
to an expeditious trial enjoyed by all co-accused, applications to reopen should be granted 
only in exceptional circumstance; a case cannot be reopened to enable a Defence team to 
buttress a point alread} made before the Chamber. 

Nyiramasuhuka'5 Reply 

30. The Defence for Nyiramasuhuko submits that the Prosecution does not contest its 
possession of the statements for which Nyiramasuhuko seeks disclosure. 

31. The Defence asserts that it has already established prima facie that the said statements 
are of exculpatory nature to her case or affect the credibility of Prosecution wimesses; the 
Defence states that ii would have used the said statements in connection wi1h several 
passages of the Indictment and allegations made by Alison Des forges and Guichaoua. The 
Defence also contends that the four statements attached ln Anne~ 2 of her Motion were 
disclosed to the Accused Mugenzi pursuant to Rule 68 (A). 

32. The Defence submits that Nyiramasuhuko has suffered prejudice by the non-disclosure 
of the statements because she was unable to use the detailed and accurate information 
contained in the said statements for cross-examining Prosecution and Defence wimesses; that 
the non-disclosure deprived her of the right contained in Article 20 of the Statute to call the 
authors of the said sta!emcnts as her Defence witnesses. 

33. The Defonce submits that after the close ofNyiramasuhuko's case, the reopening of the 
case remains the only adequate remedy for disclosure violations pursuant to Rule 68. 

34. With regard to Kanyabashi's Response, the Defence submits that the identified 
statements suffice to request the reopening of its case. The fact that the Defence is unaware 
of the identities of the statement's authors does not impede the reopening of the case. Finally, 
the Defence states that Kanyabashi did not give any convincing reasons why he should not 
similarly be restrained from using the said statements. 
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DELIBERATIONS 
Rufe 68 (A) Principles 

35. Rule 68 (A) provides that "[t]he Prosecutor shall, as soon as practicable, disclose to the 
Defence any material, which in the actual knowledge of the Prosecutor may suggest the 
innocence or mitigate the guilt of the accused or affect the credibiltty of the Prosecution 
evidence." Pursuant to Rule 68 (E), the Prosecution's disclosure obligations under Ruk 68 
(A) are ongoing.1 

36. The initial determination as to whether a document is exculpatory pursuant to Rule 
68 (A) is primarily a fact-based judgement made by md under the responsibility of the 
Prosecution which has a positive obligation to disclose exculpatory material in its possession. 
The Prosecution is presumed to discharge its obligation in good faith.' If the Defonce 
requests the Trial Chamber to order disclosure pursuant to Rule 68 {A), it must sufficiently 
identify the material sought; satisfy the Chamber on a prima facie basis of the Prosecution's 
custody or control of the materials requested; and present aprimafacie case that the material 
1s exculpatory or potentially exculpatory' or may affect the credibility of the Prosecution 
evidence. If the Chamber is satisfied that the Prosecution has failed to comply with its Ruic 
68 obl~ations, the Chamber examines whether the Defence has been prejudiced by that 
failure. 

37. In Bagosora and Karemera, the Trial Chambers dealt with the alleged exculpatory 
nature of statements relating to RPF activities and found that such information is exculpatory 
if it "tends to disprove a material fact alleged against the Accused, or if it undermines the 
credibility of evidence intended to prove those material facts. This assessment depends on the 

'Tire Prosec"lar v 8/a.iltc, Ca>< No. IT-95•14-/\, !),dsio" on the App<llonl's Mot,un for the P,odue!ion ol 
Materiol, Suspension or fal<nsion of the Bmfing Schedule, and Addtlion,l Filing, (AC), 26 Sepccmber 2000, 
para. 32; Th, Prosecu1or v Bizjmungu, Case No. IT-99-50-T, Decision on Prosp« Mugiran='s Motion for 
Re<ord> of all Paymencs mad• directly or indir,ctl) to Witness D, 18 l'ct>rwry 2008, para. 4, 
' The Prwecutor> Blaskic, Case No. lT •95-14-A, Judgemcnt(/\C), 29 July 2004, para. 264; TM Pros,c•<on
Karemera ,i al, Ca>< No IT-98-44-A. Decision on Jos,ph N:ziro,era's Interlocutory Apl""'I (AC), 28 Ap<il 
2006, para., 16. 17: Th, l'ro,ecut,,, • Bag,.,,a,a et al .• c.,, No ICTR·98-4l-T Occi,,on on the Nlobalcuzc 
Motion fo, Disclosure ofV•nous Catesorics of Documents l'w,,ullfit !o Ruic M (TC). 6 October 200b. para. 2. 
lhe Pumci,/(11" v. Karemera el al. Co,;e No IT-98-44-AR, Dec;s.on on Joseph Nw-o,er1l's Interlocutory 
Appeal (AC). 28 April 2006, para, 16. The Prosecutor> Karcmera el al, Ca."' Nu, IT-98•44•AR. Decision on 
Interlocutory Ap!"'•I Regarding the Role of the Pro,ecutor"s Electronic Disclosure Sui!<S in Diseh>rging 
Di,closur, Obligations. (AC), 30 lune 2006, paras 8.9, The Prom:i,wr • Bagru"ra el al,, Case Nu 1CTR·9S-
41-T, Decision on Ntabaku,c Motion for Oisclo,,urc of ProsccUlion Fik,, 6 Octob« 2006, para 2. 
'ri,., Pros,,;u/or v 8/a,kic. Case No, IT-95·14·A, Judgemen, (AC), 29 Jul} 2004, p,ra. 268; Tire Prruw,w ,. 
Jmirml Kaje/ijeli. Co,c 1'0. TCl'R•98•44A-A, Judgement {AC). 2J May 2005, para. 262: Tire /'ros,c,,1or v 
Karcm<ra « al., Case No. 11-98•44-A, Decision <>n Joseph N,_;,,m,,a•, ln\edocutory Appeal (AC). 28 Apr,I 
2006, para. n, Jhe Pm,ecutor v. B,igosor<> el i,I .. c.,, No JCTR-98·41-T D<cision on the Ncobaku,c Mahon 
for D;;closure of Vunous Catogone, of Documenos Pursuont to Ruic 68, f, October 2006, para 2: lhe 
Pros,curor v Karemera el al., Ca.se No. IT-98-44• T. Decision ott Joseph l'izirorera"s F,fth Notice of Ruk 68 
Violations and Motions for Rernodial and Punitive Measures, 13 No,embcr 2007, para. 6; I he Prosffu/oe v 
Kare,..,a er al., C,so: No. lT-98-44• T, De<ision on Joseph N,irorera', 1 cnlh Notice of Disclosure Violation, 
and Mo1ion for Remedial and Puniti,·c .'Ylea.su,es. 'i Feb,uary 2008, para. 5 
' l'rosecu<ur , Ju,•enul Kajd~eh, C,se No ICTR-9~-44A•A, Judgement (AC). 2l Moy 2005, pan,. 262; 
l'rom:uw,- , N,ymg,M, C•sc No, JCT!t-98-44A•A, Appeal, Chamber Decision, p 7 TM Pm,e,uw ,, 
K=mera eta/, Case No. ICTR-98•44-T, Decision on Joseph Nwwera's Sevc,,teenlh Notice of U1sdo,ute 
Viot,tions and Motion for Remedial and Punitive Mca.sures, 20 l'ebruary 2008, para 14· " The fact tbat material 
,elcvont for the Defence has nut ~ di,do,cd in a timely manner doe, not alwa)'' create prejudice to oh, 
occused.' It is tOr the Defence to demon,,,.\c that he h"" suffered moteri•I prcj"dioe as a tesulc of chc lote 
disclosure."" 
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nature of the charges and evidence heard against the Accused.'.6 In Bagosoro, the Chamber 
condudeU lhal specific infonnation relating to RPF activities could "provide context 
infonnation which may assist the Chamber in understanding some of the conduct about 
which the Chamber has heard testimony during the Prosecution case"; but that evidence of 
RPF activities which have only a remote connection to the crimes alleged against the 
Accused, such as operations at times or places unrelated to allegations against the accused, 
were not exculpatory.' The admission of any particular element of evidence will depend on 
the purpose for which it is tendered; whether the disclosure is necessary for that purpose; and 
the Chamber's discretion lo avoid needless consumption oftime." 

JS. Bearing in mind the principles stated above, the Chamber will consider if the 
documents attached in Annexes 2 and 4 of the Motion should have been disclosed to the 
Defence under Rule 68 (A). 

Nyfram/JSuhuko's request for disclosure of documents attached to /he Motion in Annexes 
2and4 

39. The Chamber is satisfied that the statement,, attached in Annexes 2 and 4 of the Motion 
have been sufficiently identified and are in the Prosecution's possession. 

40. The Chamber notes the Defence's submission that the documents attached in Annexes 
2 and 4 concern charges against Nyiramasuhuko connecting her with the existence of a 
genocidal plan and the erection of roadblocks.9 

41. Annex 2 contains four statements relating to alleged RPF activities mainly within the 
Kigali area. The statements contain infonnation on the RPF's destabilisation policy since 
1990 and its strategies to gain power in Rwanda; the RPF's infiltration tactics regarding the 
civihan population and government related institutions such as the lnlerahamwe; the RPF's 
involvement in the assassination of President Habyarimana; and the RPF's systematic 
killings of civilians and RPF opponents before, during and after 1994. '0 

' TM Proscca/or • Bagosora er ul., Cs;c No ICTR-98-41-T, Dcci,iun on Ntabakuze Motion for Di,do,uro of 
Prosecution files. 6 October 2006, para. 4. Tiu, l'rosec•tor v, K,,,.,,,,,,a e,,a/, Case No, ICTR-98,44-T. 
De<,i,ion on Motion for Discio,orc of RPF Material and For Sanc"ons against Prooe,;ution, 19 0<1Qbor 2006, 
rra-6, 

71,e Prru,cu/or • Bagosam er al, Ca.« No. IC-fR-98-41-1, Dedsioo on Ntabaku,.c Motion for Disclosure of 
Prosecution Files, 6 October 2006, paros. 4, 5. 
' The Pros,cu/or ,_ Bagruora et al , Decision on D,,cl<,sore of Def<nce Witness Statements 1n P<»session of tho 
Prosecution Pursuant to Rulo 68 (A) (TC), 8 March 2006, paras. 6, 7; The Prosocu10,, Bago.,ora ,r al, Case 
No. ICTR-9~-41-T. Decision on Ntabako,e Motion for Disclo.,ure of ProsecutJon F,lc:;, 6 October 2006, para,. 

'·' ' Nyiram,.,ohuko's Rcpl)' relates to lhe fo!lowing p,ragraphs of her mdiocmcnts: I 12- L 15, 1.20; 1.26-1.JO: 
2.5, l.6; 5. I: 5, 7-5,8; 5. IO; 5. 13; 5, 14; 5.16; 6.4; 6.5, 6.9; 6 10: 6.15.6, ! 7; 6.27;6.28; 6.49; 6.50; 6.54, 6.56, 
'" rtio statements contain \he following mformation: 
• Statement R 2000 0280.0283 is that of an RPF combatant, cxplain,ng lhc infiltration tactics of the RPF; hi, 

knowledge of killing, p<rydral<J by ,he PR!' m ch, Kigali area during April 1994 and thereafier, The 
stal<mon, detail, info,mation lhat between December 1993 aad April 1994 c,vilians, coming ornong othm 
from Botare prefecture, were trained at firearms at CND (m Kigali): afterwards they were smd back in the 
popula,ion. 

'"' Statement R 2QQO Q2M0-023J contains information about RPF mLiitary onit.s and personnel: RPF violent 
acts by infiltrators prior to April I ~94 ood killings of civilians by RPF personnel in Kigah om,, Musha and 
Bicomb, commune dunng May and Jone l 994; the recruitment of soldiers ,n 1994, the killing of Gataba.zi 
by RPF •~oohnioians"" (infoltra!Ors), 
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42. Annex 4 contains three additional statements, which also rdate to the RPF's alleged 
activities aiming at the seizure and maintenance of power in Rwanda since 1990 through 
infiltration tactics or the killing and persecution of civilians in RPF occupied zones.' ' Annex 
4 further includes a document entitled "summary of the lJNHCR presentation before the 
commission of experts on JO October 1994", observing that RPF related killings and 
persecutions in Butare, Kibungo and pal1s of Kigali prifec/ures s!al1ed "depending on 1he 
location between April and July 1994, immediately followin~ the expulsion from each area 
offonner Government military, militia and surrogate for,:es". 

43. Recalling that evidence is exculpatory if it tends to disprove a material fact alleged 
against the Accused, the Chamber notes that the charges against Nyiramasuhuko are 
restricted to crimes committed within Butare prtfec/Ure between April and July 1994. The 
Chamber notes that none of the statements referred to a\,ove appears to provide specific 
infonnation linked to allegations or charges made against the Accused; rather the statements 
deal with alleged RPF operations at times or places unrelated to allegations against the 
Accused and may be remotely connected to Nyiramasuhuko"s case. 

44. With resard to the UNI ICR report, the Chllillber notes that it contains general 
information on alleged massacres and persecution by the RPF in Butare, Kibunl!,O and parts 
of Kigali pr,!fecll,res after their occupation by the RPF between April and July 1994. The 
Chamber is not satisfied that such general facts unrelated to specific charges against the 
Accused may be exculpatory or mitigating. 

45. The Chamber notes that the Defence also submits that the documents anached in 
Annexes 2 and 4 would have been relevant for testing the credibility of Prosecution 
witnesses, particularly Expert Wimes,;es Andre Guichaoua and Alison Des Forges. The 
Chamber observes that the Defence's assertion remains general without pointing out which 
specific aspects of the witnesses' credibility would have been affected by the said documents. 
The Chamber further observes that the concerned documents are not directly related to 
allegations against Nyiramasuhuko, Therefore, the Chamber considers !hat the Defonce has 

• S1atcmen, R 2000 0022-0024 detail, information alx>ul a,;,iviues between Ap~I •nd June 1994 mainly in 
J<1goli are.o; alx>u, RPf mfLltrauon of ln1craha.mwc controlled roadblocks; obou< RPF·s policy to uso (he 
opportunl!) of the death of Hahyarimano to gain pov.er and to S)'S<emackally eliminate Hutu lO attain 
numeri011I equality !mween l!u<u anJ Tui<i in Rwanda. The author•, travel to Butare prefecture after 6 
AJ>"il 1994 and on 5 July 1994 i, mentioned without dctaLiing any jhformotion •boul the situation in Butarc. 

• SWtcment R 2000 0269-02% " that of• former ,tuJcnt at the University in Butare and h,s and his !fJ"'1ds' 
rc-crujmlent for RPF by civ,han cadr,s of the RPF in 1992: his training 1n Ugo,tda and his participal1on in 
figllling in early April 1994 around Kigali; l1is knowledge of k<lling, perpetrated by the Rl'f in (he Kigali 
area; ll>< RPf's infiltration stral<gy m Kogali an,a; lhe killing ol"G•"'bazi hy RPF. 

11 The '"'t<menl.> contain the following information: 
• Statement R OOQ QJ6-021 is lhat ofa former RPF onlcer speaking obou\ !he orgon1sat,on of the PRF after 

1998: the killing within RPF occupied mne.s in Mulindi in 1992: infiltration i.c11c.s of RPF in Kigali ond 
RwonO,; the el«1ion campaign <lf Rol>ert Kojugs os presider>! of Interahamwc had been financed by the 
RPF. (745lbi, ROOO 0019) 

• Stalcment R QOO 000~1 IS is thac of a RPI· comh""'-nt detailing his RPJ training ,n Uganda in 1990. the 
structure ot RPF forocs, RPf aoliv1t1c~ to obstruct lhe /\rusha peace Ae<ord, RPF killing oper>(ions in 
N}·a.mugal; an in C)'e"' ;n i 99J; RPF tac,ics to d<st.bilize tlte Hobyarimana •~cgirne" through infiltration 
in Kigali; RPF activities after April 19'/4. 

• Statement R 000 0305-0107 cont.ms the """'Mn that mas,acre, caused by RPF started the war after 6 
AJ>"il l 994; it also relotes to killiogs by the RPF rn Kigali aner 6 April 1994. 

"Sec R 000 2911 (report, p 4) and R 000 2916. (report p. 9) 
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not shown how the documents would have undermined the Prosecution witnesses' 
credibility. 

46. In light of the above, the Chamber considers that the Defence has failed to show how 
the use of these documents for preparing the cross-examination of Prosecution and Defence 
witnesses, such as Filip Reyntjens and D-2-YYYY, might have had any exculpatory or 
mitigating effect on Nyiramasuhuko's Defence or might have affected the Prosecutions 
witnesses' credibility. 

4?. Therefore, the Chamber is not satisfied that the documems attached in Annexes 2 and 4 
meet the requirements of Rule 68 (A). 

Nykamasuhuko's request for disclosure of document$ falling within the numerical 
sequence beginning with the let/er uR" and similar document$ in the Prosecution's 
,wssession 

48. The Chamber is not satisfied that the specific numeration of the documents attached in 
Annexes 2 and 4 with the serial number beginning wilh the lelter "R" establishes primafacie 
that the Prosecution is in possession of additional RPF related documents, as asserted by the 
Defence. 11 Besides, the Defence failed to show that such documents might be of exculpatory 
nature to the Defence case, considering that the documents, at1ached to the Motion in 
Annexes 2 and 4, do not fall under Rule 68 (A), Therefore, the Chamber relies on the 
presumption of the Prosecution's good faith regarding its obligations under Rule 68 (A). 

Nyiramasuhulw 's request for reopening of her ca.te and further requests 

49. Considering that the Defence has fa!led to show pnmafacie the exculpatory nature of 
the documents under Rule 68 (A), the Chamber finds the request for the reopening of 
Nyiramasuhuko"s case to be unfounded. In any case, the Chamber re<:-a!ls that the JCTR and 
TCTY jurisprudence allow for the reopening of a case only under "exceptional 
circumS\anccs"." 

50. Finally, the Chamber considers the other requests by the Defence lo be unfounded, 
including the request to order the Prosecution to provide a cenified repon; to impose sanction 
against the Prosecution; and to res1rain the Prosecution and other Parties in their use of the 

"Nyiramosuhuko's M01ioo. paras. 40, 42. The Defonce reason, that that all doc•mcnts attached ,n Annexes 2 
attd 4 relate to RPF actw1ues in Rwando, lhol the document> are numeralcd l'ilh specific serial numbers 
l>eginning with the lelto< ~R""; and that scnnc - but no( ,n - of the documents are marked o,ilh consecuti'° "R" 
serial numbers l'ho numeration of Annex 2 documents is ROOO 0022-0024, ROOO 0280-0283, R 000 M89-02% 
and ROOO 0297-0302,) indicating <hat !he Prosecution is rn posse,.ion of further documents mo,kod with the R 
numbers between tl,c incoJ,secutive num'oct<:d documrnts (such o,, l>e1v.ecn R 000 9924 aod R 000 M80) 
1' The Pro=:u/or • IJ,/al,c <I al. Appeal Judgement- para. 290; The Prru,cu/or ,_ lrgfronyira=o, Case No. 
IC l"R·2001-73-T, Decision on \he Pro,<culion Joint Motion for rc•open,ng its Cose and lor ,e,o,,.ideraUon or 
the 31 January 2006 Decis,on on the Hearing ol Witness Basar•ga,a \'LO V1dw-ling, 16 No'°mber 2006, p,tras. 
lS. 16; citing />r-0,ec,a,,,- • M,lo,;e,it. Case No, !T-02-54--T, Decision on Application for a Limiled Re-Opening 
of the Bosma and Kosovo Component, of the Prosecution Case with Confidcntiol Annex, l} December 200S, 
pan 12; The Prruecuror "· Nchan,jhigo. Case No. ICTR-2001-63-T, Decision on Defence Motion in Ord<r to 
Mmit into fa•idenoo the Certified Copy Conform to the OngL11al of the Extrajudic,al Dcclaratirn, of Pro,ec"tion 
Witnesses, 14 Augu<t 20U7. pora, 7: "l rial Chambers have exerdsecl cliscre(1on lQ order the reoj>ening of the 
Prosecution's case 10 a<htiit rebuttal or fresh rndence in e,ocptional circwnstanccs" citing Pro,ecu1or, leJnfl 
[)elalic, ldnr,ko Mw::1c. Ca_sc No· lT-96-2 I -T, J"dg,nten< (AC), 20 Febr""} 200 I. I"""-' ,SJ.292, 
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said documents. The Chamber notes that there are o1her legal avenues to access cenain 
documents such as applications under Rule 66 (B). 

Kanyabashi'.• Request for disclosure ofducuments attached to the Motion in Ann<!1'.l's 2 
and4 

51. As a preliminary matter, the Chamber recalls that the purpose of a response is to give a 
full answer to the issues raised in a motion by the moving party but not to submit separate or 
additional requests. The proper procedure for Kanyabashi would have been to submit his own 
requests through an independent motion under Rule 73 (A). 

52. Nevertheless, in the interest of justice and judicial economy, the Chamber will deal 
with Kanyabashi's request. The Chamber notes the Defence's submission that the documents 
anached in Annexes 2 and 4 may be relevant to paragraphs ~-1 and 6.22 of Kanyabashi's 
lndictmcnt" and in connection to all aspects of civil defence in Butare.16 

53. As noted above. the said documents do not provide direct information about the RPF 
activities within the Butare area between April and July 1994. Therefore, the Chamber is not 
satisfied of the exculpatory or mitigating nature of these documents in relation to allegations 
against Kanyabashi; nor of their relevance for tcslmg !he credibility of Prosecution Wimesses 
Ql and Expert., Des Forges and Guicltaoua. 

54. For these reason~ the Chamber is not ,;atisfied that the Defeoce has shown pr,m,:,fm;;ie 
that the documents should have heen disclosed to Kanyabashi under Rule 68 (A). 

FOR THE ABOVE REASONS, THE TRIBUNAL 

DENIES the Motion in its entirety. 

Arus a. 29 Apri 2008 

Presiding Judge 
Arlette Ramaroson 

Judge 

[Seal of the Tribunal] 

Solomy Balungi Bossa 
Judge 

" Point 5.1 of the Tndiclmcnl alleges "!he e,istc:nco of• plan to exterminate the civilian Tut<i populotion nnd 
member, of the opposition amoi,g others by rerou,se l('I hatred and ethn,c violence; the training of ,nd 
distributaon of w,;apons to mili!LOmen as well 3S lhc prcJ)filaUnn of lis!S of people to be elim,nated," Point 6 22 
of the Indictment assens that the speeches held dur,ng the me<11ng on 19 Apnl 1994 m Butare indicat,:J that the 
wvernment ordered the commission nf massocres agairlSI Tu!Si civilian. 
'Kan)abashi•s R.esponS<. I"'"'• 12. 
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